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北海道大学学術情報ネットワークシステム
Management of the N0 Neck in Early Stage Oral Squamous Cell Carcinoma

Mitsunobu Ono, Kazuyo Kuribayashi, Yuichi Ashikaga, Yoichi Ohiro and Kanchu Tei

ABSTRACT: Management of clinically node negative neck patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma (OSCC) remains controversial. Elective neck dissection (END) is used on an assumption of difficulty in diagnosing subclinical nodal metastases in the neck. This is also the case when early dissection allows better prognosis if nodal metastases actually exist. However, the disadvantage of prophylactic END is that truly N0 neck patients undergo unnecessary neck dissection and have to bear shoulder complaints and dysfunction. Our strategy has been a “wait and see” policy for the management of the neck among patients with T1-2 oral cancer without clinical nodal metastases unless the neck was being opened for reconstruction requirements. The purpose of this study is to assess the outcome of patients who underwent trans-oral tumor excision and “wait-and-see” policy for the N0 neck.

A total of 94 previously untreated patients with T1-2N0 classification were investigated. Elective neck dissection (END) was carried out on 10 patients (10.6%) at the time of treatment of the primary resection with reconstruction (END group), and 84 patients were observed without neck dissection (Observation group).

The 5-year disease specific survival rates were 90.0% for the END group and 95.9% for the observation group. The 5-year overall survival rates were 90.0% in the END group and 88.8% in the observation group. In the observation group of 84 patients, 16 patients (19.0%) had delayed metastasis in the neck subsequently. 15 patients underwent salvage neck dissection. The salvage rate was 86.6% (13/15 patients).

The treatment strategy “wait and see” policy for T1-2N0 OSCC resulted in a good outcome at our institution. Unnecessary neck dissection can be avoided for the truly N0 patients.
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INTRODUCTION

Regional recurrence is the most common cause of failure after surgical treatment of early stage oral squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). The most important prognostic factor for tumor behavior and outcome in oral SCC is the presence of neck lymph node metastases at diagnosis. Management of the clinically node negative patients with oral SCC remains controversial. Incidence of occult regional lymph node metastasis from such tumors varies 6% to 46%1. In 1994, Weiss et al. has established a threshold of a 20% possibility of cervical metastasis as the indication for elective treatment of the neck in SCC of the head and neck2. This report supports elective treatment of the neck3-5. Elective neck dissection is used on an assumption of difficulty in diagnosing subclinical nodal metastases in the neck and when early dissection allows better prognosis if nodal metastases actually exist. The debate surrounding the value of elective neck dissection in the treatment of early stage oral cancer is an accurate estimate of the incidence of occult lymph node metastasis and whether treatment at the occult stage provide any survival advantage compared with treatment of the neck when lymph node metastasis become clinically apparent.

Our strategy for the management of the neck among patients with cancer of the oral cavity without clinical
nodal metastases has been "wait and see" policy unless the neck was being opened for other reasons such as reconstruction requirements. The purpose of this study is to assess the outcome of patients who underwent transoral tumor excision and "wait and see" policy for the N0 neck.

**PATIENTS AND METHODS**

Study design: Retrospective cohort study.
Primary outcome: Overall survival (OS).
Secondary outcome: Probability of neck recurrence, disease specific survival (DSS).

Inclusion: From a database of the patients with histologically proven SCC of the oral cavity treated at Oral surgery of Hokkaido University Hospital between 2000 and 2013, a total of 130 patients with SCC of the oral cavity defined as T1 or T2, N0. The preoperative nodal staging was based on US, CT, MRI and FDG-PET. The medical records, operative details, and histopathological reports were retrospectively analyzed.

Exclusion: We excluded the patients who had recurrence of primary cancer or who had second primary cancer in oral cavity. Nine patients with synchronous second primary lesions and 20 patients whose primary cancer had recurred during the follow-up period were excluded. A minimum follow-up of 18 months or until death were identified and included in this study. Seven patients who were followed-up under 18 months were excluded. A total 94 patients were investigated for this study.

Follow-up time was calculated from the date of operation until the date of death or last contact. Survival curves were constructed using the Kaplan-Meier method.

Our policy for management of the clinically negative neck in early stage cancer has been a wait-and-see policy unless the neck was being opened for other reasons such as for the better access to the primary tumor, reconstruction requirements. Observation of N0 patient involves regular careful examination of the neck for evidence of regional disease. Therapeutic neck dissection was performed for patients with clinical evidence of metastases on follow-up. The mean follow-up was 50 months from the initial treatment. Patients were reviewed monthly in the first year, 2 monthly in the second year, 3 monthly in the third year. After this time, patients were reviewed every 6 months.

**RESULTS**

There were 52 male and 42 females, with a median age of 66.5-years (range, 19-89). Primary tumor location was as follows: 57 tongue, 7 floor of the mouth, 16 buccal mucosa, 11 lower alveolar, 3 upper alveolar (Table 1). The 94 primary tumors were staged T1 in 40 and T2 in 54 cases. Of the 94 patients, 75 had a primary resection alone, the 14 patients had undergone previous chemotherapy with S-1 for 2 weeks, and one patient had intra-arterial infusion chemotherapy with CDDP. Two patients were performed pre-operative radiotherapy, and 2 patients received pre-operative chemo-radiotherapy.

Elective neck dissection (END) was carried out in 10 patients (10.6%) at the time of treatment of the primary resection with reconstruction (END group), and 84 patients were observed without neck dissection (Observation group). END was performed following sequence: supra-omohyoid neck dissection in 6 cases, modified radical neck dissection in 4 cases. Out of the 10 patients who received END, pathological metastatic
nodes were found in 4 patients. After END, one patient developed parapharyngeal node recurrence and he died of nodal recurrence.

In the observation group 84 patients, 16 patients (19.0%) had delayed metastasis in the neck subsequently. The neck metastases in the observation group were detected within 3-months in 8 cases, 6-months in 5 cases, 1-year in 2 cases and 2-years in 1 case, at the median of 4 months (Fig. 1). Of these 16 patients, 15 patients underwent salvage neck dissection, 3 patients received post-operative radiotherapy, and 4 patients received adjuvant chemotherapy with S-1. Most metastases were detected at level I and II (Table 2). Thirteen patients could have surgical salvage and two patients developed ipsilateral nodal recurrence, and they died of nodal recurrence. The salvage rate by delayed neck dissection or combination therapy was 86.6% (13/15 patients). Another patient received chemotherapy with S-1 and radiotherapy. This patient remained alive without tumor 5 years after nodal recurrence.

The 5-year disease specific survival rates were 90.0% for END group and 95.9% for observation group (Fig. 2). The 5-year over all survival rates were 90.0% in the END group and 88.8% in the observation group (Fig. 3). In the 16 patients who had neck recurrence in the observation group, the 5-year disease specific survival rates were 80.0%, and the over all survival rates were 72.0% (Fig. 4, 5).

![Fig. 1](image1) Interval between excision of the primary tumor and neck metastasis in 16 patients

![Fig. 2](image2) Disease-specific survival curves of the END group (dotted line) versus the observation group (solid line)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Observation group</th>
<th>END group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>III</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3](image3) Over all survival curves of the END group (dotted line) versus the observation group (solid line)

![Fig. 4](image4) Disease-specific survival curve of the 16 patients who had neck metastasis in the observation group
DISCUSSION

The treatment of patients with early stage oral cancer is usually performed surgery via the per-oral route. Elective neck dissection at the time of the excision of the primary tumor is an additional procedure. Elective neck dissection for the patients with early stage oral cancer remains a controversial topic. There are two policies for the patients with early stage N0 oral cancer, elective neck treatment or wait-and-see policy as observing the neck without neck treatment. There have been many retrospective studies, most of which have shown an advantage of elective neck treatment. But these studies were not randomized studies. Four randomized prospective studies have been performed. All of the studies showed lower disease-specific death rate in the END group compared to the observation group, but only in the study by Kligerman the significance was reached. Most of these studies have small sample size. In a meta-analysis of four prospective, randomized trials comparing elective and therapeutic neck dissection, there was significant reduction in the disease-specific rate of death in the END group compared to the observation group. The current guidelines recommend END when the probability of occult metastasis is greater than 20%. On the other hand, some studies disclosed meticulous observation was a safety option for the management of the N0 neck in patients with early oral cancers. Recently, D'Cruz reported that elective neck dissection at the time of resection of the primary tumor improve an overall survival benefit in 500 patients with early-stage, clinical N0 oral SCC.

It has been our neck treatment strategy that patients with early stage N0 oral cancer should not be treated with END at the time of primary resection, and perform therapeutic neck dissection after nodal relapse. Careful observation can reduce an unnecessary surgical invasion of the neck and make it possible to offer better QOL for patients who do not actually have nodal metastases. There are risks of shoulder morbidities including neck pain, keloid, reduced shoulder mobility and power, despite of the preservation of functional structures during neck dissection. Even if the spinal accessory nerve is preserved, shoulder complaints and dysfunction may occur. The disadvantage of END is that about 80% of truly N0 neck patients will undergo unnecessary neck dissection. These patients have to bear the additional cost of treatment, additional risk of operative mortality and morbidity. Symptoms occur in 18% to 77% of patients after modified radical neck dissection, and in 29% to 39% of patients after selective neck dissection. The low rate of occult metastases and high salvage rate in case of neck recurrences warrant further use of “wait and see” policy. Estimating the incidence of occult metastases in the patients with N0 OSCC has been the focus of many clinical investigations. Analyses by Weiss suggested that N0 head and neck cancer should be observed without END if probability of occult metastasis is less than 20%. On the other hand, Okura suggested the threshold at 44% of occult metastasis as cut off in the decision to perform END or observe.

The neck metastasis rate in the observation group in this study was 19.0%. This result is very lower than the incidence of occult metastases quoted in the literature for patients treated with trans-oral tumor excision and a “wait and see” follow-up strategy for the neck. On the other hand, the probability of occult metastasis in the END group (40%) was significantly higher compared to that in the observation group. The reason why the difference of two results in our study occurred was considered that the difference of the tumor depth between in the END group and in the observation group. In this study, association between the tumor depth and occult metastases was not assessed. Several articles have reported that the tumor depth is conjectured as an important factor of lymph node metastasis. It must be kept in mind that our study is retrospective study and it is not designed as randomized controlled trial. Retrospective data are not sufficient to conclusively state that the END group was higher incidence of occult metastases compared to that in the observation group.

Fig. 5 Overall survival curves of the 16 patients who had neck metastasis in the observation group.
This is important to consider the difference of the tumor stage between the END group and the observation group. It was expected that the depth of the tumor invasion in the patients with END was larger than the depth of the patients in observation group, because all the patients of the END group need reconstructive surgery.

Salvage rates after neck metastases in the patients who have not undergone END in this study were not poor. Thirteen of 15 patients (86.6%) who developed neck metastasis were alive at the end of the follow-up period, and the 5-year over all survival rates of the 16 patients who had neck recurrence were 72.0%. The salvage rate was higher compared to those reports, because we have detected delayed neck metastases earlier. Our early detection of metastasis (median, 4 months) leads to produce the highly salvage rate in this study. On the other hand, END is recommended in the institute where delayed metastasis can not be early detected.

One of the problems of therapeutic neck dissection for delayed neck metastasis after primary tumor resection is lingual node metastasis. In the 1938, Rouviere first described the presence of lymph nodes in the floor of mouth and referred to them as the median and lateral lingual nodes. In patients with early stage cancer, neck dissection and resection of primary tumors are usually performed separately due to the limited tumor extent. It should be noted, however, that some metastatic foci in lingual lymph nodes may remain with this methodology. In this study, no patient developed lingual node metastasis in the observation group.

An important issue for the prognostic impact of a wait-and-see policy is the salvage rate in the case of delayed neck metastases. The reported salvage rate for observed patients after regional recurrence varied from 27% to 82% (average, 50%). In our study, salvage rate of the patient who undergone late therapeutic neck dissection is 86.6%. The higher curable probability of patients was attributed to early detection of the lymph node recurrence at the median of 4 months after primary resection. As if the nodal relapse were not detected earlier, those patients may have more advanced nodal stage and higher incidence of extracapsular spread.

In our study, both groups of patients had similar acceptable survival rate. These results suggest that wait-and-see policy is advisable for T1-2 oral cancer patients with no clinical nodal metastasis.

CONCLUSION
The treatment strategy “wait and see” policy for T1-2N0 OSCC was recommended. Unnecessary neck dissection can be avoided for the truly N0 patients.
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